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The discovery in the Ghazipur district, of a pillar with an inscrip- 

tion bearing the same royal names and genealogy as No. 2 on that 

of Allahabad, and continuing the series downward by three or four 

generations from SamupRA-GuprA, the principal subject of panegyric 

in both, might be expected to furnish valuable supplementary infor- 

mation on points which that monument left in obscurity. What was 

the seat and extent of the empire of this Gupta dynasty, and what 

was the precise place which the acts and events there described bore 
in the general history of Northern India in the ages that followed 

the great eras of VicramApirya and SALIvAHANA,—are points on 
which we might hope to gain more light by a document of this length, 

than from any others which the progress of antiquarian discovery has 

yet produced. 

The actual information obtained from this inscription, though not 

altogether destitute of new and interesting particulars relating to the 

state of India at the time of these kings, as I hope to shew in the few 

historical remarks subjoined to the reading and translation, is yet far 

from affording the desired satisfaction on the principal points just men- 

tioned. Except the bare point of succession, and some adventures rather 

alluded to than related in verses of a somewhat obscure style of compo- 

sition, the information of a directly historical nature extends little 

beyond what is obtained from the numismatic researches so ably and 

indefatigably conducted by our Secretary. Whether a more complete 
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2 Restoration and Translation (Jaw. 

transcript would much increase our information from this source, 

may also be doubted. Lieutenant Cunnineuam, to whose zeal and 

activity the inquirers into Indian antiquities are so deeply indebted, 

states that he made the transcript of this Bhitari inseription under 

very serious disadvantages: but I am not disposed to attribute to 

any imperfections arising from this cause, the whole or even the 

greater part of the errors discoverable in the inseription as now exhi- 

bited. Some are certainly chargeable on the sculptor who formed 

the letters on the pillar, unfaithfully representing the remembered or 

written archetype before him: and these errors are of sufficient mag- 

nitude to induce the probable belief, that others occasioning more 

perplexity in the deciphering, may have arisen from the same source. 

' From whatever source, however, they proceed, they are capable of 

being completely detected and amended in all the earlier part of the 

inscription : viz. the introduction, and the laudatory verses that follow ; 

but when the verse suddenly ceases or changes, and that in the midst 

of the stanza, as it does about the middle of the 14th Ime on the 

pillar,—it is impossible to say how far errors of the same kind with 

those before found and corrected, (such as this sudden cessation itself 

seems to indicate) may have produced the general unintelligibility of 

the document until we come to its last line, the 19th. With the 

exception of those four nes and a half, the rest, notwithstanding the 

indistinctness of many of the letters (indicated by the frequent double 

readings and oecasional lacune in Lieutenant CunnineHam’s pencil 

eopy), and the more serious difficulty arising from the positive errors 

above mentioned, may be interpreted with sufficient confidence. 

That I may not, however, seem to be gratuitously imputing error 

to an unknown artist more than twelve centuries dead, with a view to 

screen the want of skill or accuracy in his living transcribers and 

interpreters,—I am bound to make good the charge in question in 

detail, and in a manner that may bring conviction to the mind 

of every competent scholar. The substitution of w for @ in the 

word qalaaa: (cohibitis-affectibus-viri) in the 6th line, is certainly 

the mistake of the.graver, not of his copyist: as is also the equally 

evident substitution in the following line of the trisyllable yfgat 

prithti for its synonyme Wet prithvé (the earth) ; where the latter 
word of two long syllables is indispensably required by the measure 
of the verse, indicated as it is by all the preceding and subsequent 
words in a manner not to be mistaken. These words in their 

written forms in the ancient character, are too unlike what are 

severally substituted for them to make this the possible error of a 

European copyist unacquainted with Sanscrit,—while they are pre-e 
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cisely such mistakes as a Hindu superficially acquainted with that 
language might most easily commit, if uninspected, in a work like 

this : the former arising from an ignorant confusion of two words of 

similar sound, but wholly different etymology as well as meaning,— 

the latter from total inattention to the rules of metrical harmony. 

Now the existence of two such glaring errors of the sculptor, uncor- 

rected, renders it highly probable that we should impute to him 

a large proportion, if not the whole, of the seven following equally 

manifest errors, (which might in their own nature, the first especially, 

be as easily committed by the European tracer of a facsimile.) 

1. We have in line 8, at the close of the first metrical stanza, one 

@ instead of two in the words @a@w nanartta required to close the 

verse in the Mdanint measure 
vv Vv 88 UUme or OU ass eer rae ee 

“with no room whatever in the facsimile for the missing letter. 

2. We have in the beginning of line 10, the syllables f¥a with not 

the least space between them—though it is absolutely certain that a @ 

ought to be there, no other syllable making a word with the syllables 

gfufz preceding, viz. the word pranthita from the close of the 9th 

line. | 

3. Again in line 10, we have in the facsimile ¢& where the measure 

cannot possibly admit more than the latter of these two syllables, 
viz. the long € in yea. 

4. We have in line 12, the syllables nufefafetir without the least 

interval in the facsimile between the first and second of them,— 

though the first is the penultimate of a connected and well defined 

stanza, and the four following are as evidently the beginning of 

another: the verse thus requiring, as does the sense independently of 

the verse, the syllable @ to close the former stanza with the word 

suddham. 

5. We have in line 13, the syllables 4: fst in close juxta-posi- 
tion, not only contrary to the rules of sandhi, which in verse 

are carefully observed, but the former appearing from the preced- 

ing syllables to be the penultimate of a Mdnini line, while the latter 

appears equally from the following ones to be the ¢hird syllable 
of the next: so that there are absolutely required three syllables for 

which there is no space whatever in the facsimile ; viz. either 3Ifag 

which I have supplied, or something equivalent, to close one line of 

the stanza and begin the next. 

6. There is no adequate space for the seven syllables required to 

be supplied at the beginning of the 14th line on the pillar to com- 
B 2 



4 Restoration and Translation [JAaNn. 

mence the second line of the stanza there, though the continuance 

of the same measure is so clearly marked by what precedes and what 

immediately follows: and 
7. What is still more strange, that measure closes with the second 

line of the stanza; what follows being as irreducible to metre as to 

good sense. 

With these nine specimens of most evident error in as many 

lines of the inscription, the two last errors implying the skipping of 

several syllables at once,—and closed with the fact that there is no 

integral number of Médnini stanzas of four lines, but 55 only from 

their commencement in the 7th line of the pillar,—the grounds of 

conjectural emendation were too slight for its probable application, 

when the guide of metre was wanting. Accordingly from the 14th 

to the last line of the pillar, which supplied a stanza in the ordinary 

Anustubh measure, (a space constituting about one quarter of the 

inscription,) I have been content to groupe together those syllables 

which formed connected meanings, leaving the rest in which no such 

connexion appeared, uncopied: and abandoning, with respect to 

them, a task so much resembling that which the Chaldean king 

imposed on his magicians,—that of supplying the dream as well as 

the interpretation. 

After this explanation, I proceed to exhibit the text, together with 

an English version of those three quarters of the inscription which are 

sufficiently intelligible, beginning with the seven lines of prose, that 

declare the genealogy and the succession. , 

Line of 
the Lat. 

i + Wei facsSt yleatastat ee aqeetuata 
2. [=] afeamatate THIRUG ATR [eat] + aaga 

UH: FAWAT 2 TART fecmacuze & <IAAGATTT 
he SIT AAATATAR * ABCastes aru re 

AIST aATAT aT [faz] fathers 
4, Heleat Far[ear] « qara ABUTS 

axa Taeafee stat HEleaiaa cara wat] 
5, weuface + + UcAATaaT He aaT TTA 

WY TAU A Gal ABSA 2 HASTE: Wa 
6. « [ [Aas TARTRATE ufwaae 
7, AeeraTaaa: Grew: Yfedtudewat « [aie] za 

qaqaedy 
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12. 

13. 

pO. 

of the Inscription on the Bhitdri Lat. 

(feu jo fsraeat: qatar: aetat 
[f<|uta a RAAT WHAAAAT | 

yfuateaa [attfaatjara: qeaTA: 
azfeaufeara Sz feafalay 

a faeaanctat atadtefrattt 
tfaqausarat famam qaT | 

ufafenafaart Awa Fa aait 
2 atuaafatsratat Grae At 2 Wes | 
ufafeaal gata: jefaurayeat 

faatraqragiasatarads | 
fafoasaaatat (aja atare atat 
ScaagAA aaafast alert | 

tatrracanits 2 wafuat TTAATE 
VALHAUATAL WM! WS | 

facaqala ames vgtaed 
afcaaaaae stad aa ais] i 

fefa fafa oftag[ et ]gatt aaa: 
fuafe feaqal[a]- favat[atjaaalt l 

qaarstatratai feared: Rice 
feq|fatautcdteatat Alaa | 

wafegfes wan caal waat[a 
« ecatacaal| waiacacsfaT | 

faufacwueriqaala feaafiattaae aaraa 
UAT fafera: ufafea * a ------- qatar 
PARTIC MTHSIaRLA + WEIMLIAWE 
qafau: tisigacarfeatyg Geyidt --~=+ 0 ~ 

Saati Pe ea a eee wag nifea: 

+ aaaaaay CaTARCIMAT: ATAMATA: - - - - 

dad iad afifaat cars arte: | 
VAUISIITH F Aa GaaTwis | =fa | 

Translation. 

or 

Of the liberator of the greatest kings, incomparable on the earth,—by 

whom loads of forest timber are collected for the holocaustic service of 

Inpra, Varuna and Yama by the completion of sacrifices bearing the 

flavour of the waters of all the four circumambient oceans,—whose glory 

reaches to the firmament,—who on every side bestows liberally as the 
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golden-sided mountain (Meru),—by whom Meru himself might be borne 
aloft in the piercing talons of his mighty arm,—the great grandson of the 

great king Gupra,—grandson of the great king GuatotKacHa,—son of the 

great king, the sovereign of kings, CuanpRa-eurTa,—maternal grandson 

of Liccnavi,—born of the great goddess-like Cuma’ra-pb’vi,—the great 
king, the sovereign of kings, SamupRa-eupra,— 

Of him, when the accepted son was pronounced to be the son of De’vi, 

daughter of Mawa’pairyva, the incomparable worshipper of the supreme 

Buagcavat (Crisuna), the great king, the sovereign of kings, Coanpra- 

eupTa,—then his son, before addicted to illiberality, and a man of great 

parsimony, was purified by the waters of destiny. Such was the excellent 

blessedness of the worshipper of the supreme Buaeavat, the great king, 

the sovereign of kings, Cuma’ra-cupta, celebrated for his mildness of 

disposition, and of subdued passions united to accumulated fame,—a 

blessedness pervading even the forests and desert lands. 
Verse. 

Having well surmounted the calamities that oppressed the earth, the 

chief and unique hero of the Gupta race, of face like a lotus, displays the 

glory of conquest : even he, by name Scanpa-ceupra of distinguished and 

spotless renown,—who in the spirit of his own dreadful deeds danced 

in the fierce dance, (S1va-like after his vengeance for Srra’s death.) 

Possessed of a clear insight into the profound wisdom of the Tantras, 

with aspirit of unceasing silence (on their incommunicable mysteries— 

and in accordance with their precept and discipline) mangling the flesh of 

the refractory in successive victories;—he by whom their challenge to 

battle being accepted and answered, forms a splendid spectacle in every 

quarter of the earth,—is declared even by alien princes to be one whose 

mind could not be shaken by sudden and unexpected calamity. 
For afterwards by him to whom the keeping of his treasure was com- 

mitted,—the boundary which was given as a sacred deposit, and worthy 

to be extended to the extremities of the earth—was treacherously taken 
away, and the prosperity of the family removed from it,—(even by him 

the minister aforesaid) coveting the wealth of that family, having previ- 

ously professed much attachment in words, but destitute of the light (of 

truth), and followed by calamitous defection. 
Yet (having conquered) the land, his left foot was fixed there on a 

throne yet untrodden by mortals, and having obtained excellent room, 

and laid by his weapons, he reposed from war on his (inaccessible) moun- 

tain. His pure and noble exploits, the exploits of a man of unspotted 

fame, although long opposed by the kings of the excellent seven hills, are 

now sung even by them. 

In every region did men surround that young prince, when his father 

had gone to heaven, as one who had attained most illustrious prosperity : 

whom his father’s brother and the other chiefs did first (thus surround, 

hailing him) as their new sovereign, in the midst of the joy of conquest, 

with tears in their eyes, 
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May he who is like Crisuna still obeying his mother Ds'vaxi, after 
his foes are vanquished, he of golden rays, with mercy protect this my 

design. 

Whatever prince in this place perpetually worships this sacred image, 
is considered by Rupra (Siva) himself as one whose understanding is 

ennobled and rendered praise-worthy by this affectionate devotion, even in 

the land of Arua (InpRa) and the other celestials. 

Remarks on the above Inscription. 

The parentage of SamupRa-Gupta son of CHANDRA-GUPTA, witch 

closed the Allahabad inscription, forms in nearly the same words the 

beginning of the present; and his panegyric which pervaded the 

earlier monument, is the leading subject in the prose part of this. 

The first new fact is the designation of his son and successor, 

CuanprRA-Gurra the second: whom it seemed most obvious on the 

first reading of the names* to identify with the expected son and 

heir of the 18th line of the pillar of Allahabad, the offspring of 

SamuDRA-Gvupra and his principal queen the daughter of the proud 

princess Sanudricd. This identification, however, is removed by 

the terms of the inscription itself: this son does not succeed by right 

of primogeniture, but as peculiarly selected (parigrihita) on account | 

of his eminent virtues from the rest of the family or families of the 

polygamist king, and is the offspring not of Sanu&rica’s daughter, 

but of the daughter of a prince named Mandpaitya. The son and 

successor of Cuanpra-Gupra II. is CumAra-eupta, who is represented 

as having been a very unprincely character at the time of his father’s 

adoption as heir to the throne; but having been disciplined by some 

unnamed fortune, becomes on his own accession to the throne, 

an emulator of the mild virtues and the Vaishnava devotion of his 

parent. The next king is Scanpa-cupra, who may be most pro- 

bably supposed to be the son of his immediate predecessor CumARra- 

Gupta: but on this point, the verse which here takes the place of 

the more narrative prose, is unfortunately silent. We only hear of 

his distinguished fame as a warrior: and that his piety, congenial 

with his acts, does not take the same turn with that of his two 

nearest predecessors, of devotion to VisHnu the Preserver, but attach- 

ed itself to the opposite system now so prevalent in this part of 

India, the deep, mysterious and sanguinary system of the Tantras. 

After the conquest and slaughter of many opposing kings, we hear 

* See p. 644 of volume V. 
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of his eventual triumph over a more formidable enemy than all, a 

treacherous minister, who for a time succeeds in dispossessing him 
of his kingdom. After vanquishing, however, the rival monarchs of 

the seven hills, and resting peacefully on his laurels in his inacces- 

sible mountain throne, (localities which carry us away from the 

immediate vicinity of the Ganges, but whether towards the north or 

Central India we have no means of determining,) this worthy wor- 

shipper of Stva and Durea ascends to heaven: and his brother 

and the other chiefs, with mingled feelings of grief and affectionate 

allegiance, proclaim his young child the heir to his father’s crown 

and conquests. This youth is described as obedient to the queen 

dowager his mother, as was Crisuna to his mother De/vax1’; but 

the part of the inscription that proceeds to speak of him is con- 

fused and unintelligible; neither does he appear to be once named ; 

unless we conceive some letters of line 18 to give his name thus: 

MauEsa-prITA-GuPTA, (the Gupta attached to Siva, or beloved by Siva.) 

He is probably the Manenpra-cupta whose name occurs in several 

of the newly discovered coins of this dynasty. 

The royal family of the Guptas, therefore, as adapted to the time 

of this inscription, stands as follows; the Arabic numerals denoting 

sovereigns, or those to whom the prefix Mahardja Adhiraja belongs, 

in the order of their succession. 

Gupta, a Raja of the Solar line. 

LiggHAVI, 
GHATOTKACHA, ditto ditto, whose daughter was 

1. CoHanpra-GuptTa I. —&—Cuma/’ra-pEvi’, MaAna’-DAITYA, 
queen consort. whose daughter was 

2 ———— De’vr’,, 
one of the queens of 
SAMUDRA-GUPTA. 

2. SAMUDRA-GUPTA, 

3. CHANDRA-Gupra JI. 

4. CUMA’RA-GUPTA, 
whose son probably was 

5. SCANDA-GUPTA, 

6. A young prince (MAHENDRA-GUPTA ?) 
a minor at the date of this inscription. 
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One remarkable fact, learnt solely from this inscription, is the 
prevalence at the time of the Gupta dynasty, of the two opposite 
sectarian forms of later Hindu worship: that of the exclusive devo- 
tees of Visunu on the one hand, whose favorite authority is the 
celebrated poem (probably inserted among the Puranas by the com- 
paratively recent grammarian VopEDEvaA) called the Srimad Bhigavata: 
and that of the worshippersof Siva and his female energies on the other, 

whose text books are those singular compounds of Cabalistic mys- 

tery, licentiousness and blood, the Agamas or Tantras.—The princes 

Cuanpra-Gupta and Cuma/ra-GupTa are expressly commemorated as 

belonging to the former class, and Scanpa-cupta as an adherent of the 

latter. And here I must recall an observation that I hazarded when 

commenting on the Allahabad inscription, (J.A.S. vol. iii.p. 268,) that 

the worship of the Saktis, with its existing mysteries and orgies, was 

most probably unknown in India at the date of that monument. The 
terms in which that species of devotion is spoken of about a century 

after, in the second* of the metrical stanzas in the present Bhitdré 

inscription, shews that the same system was even then dominant, and 

sufficiently powerful and seducing to enlist kings among its votaries. 

And while this (if I am correct in supposing the age of the Gupta 

dynasty to be somewhere between the Ist and 9th centuries of our 

era), may be among the earliest authentic notices of that mode of 

worshipping Baarrava and C&xi’,—the mention of it at all furnishes 

an additional proof to my mind of the impossibility} of referring these 

monuments to the earlier age of CHanpra-cupta Maurya, or that 

of ALEXANDER the Great, and the century immediately following. 
A far more plausible hypothesis is the identification of this Gupta 

dynasty, with that which is mentioned in the prophetico-historical 

part of the Vishnu-Purana, (Book iv. chap. 24,) as arising in this 

precise tract of country, contemporaneously with other dynasties in 

different parts of India, during the turbulent period that followed 

the extinction of the last race of Indian sovereigns that reigned in 

Magadha, and the irruption of Sacz and other foreign tribes from 
the north-west. The dominion of the Guptas is there said to include 

the great city of Praydga on the confluence of the Ganges and Jumna, 

where their principal monument is now found, as well as the yet more 

sacred city of Mathura on the latter river, and the less known names 

of Padmdvati and Kdnti-puri, (probably near the site of our present 

Cawnpore:) it is also described as extending down the Ganges to 

* See Note A. + See Note B. 
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Magadha or Behar, where one VisvA-sPHATIKA (or VisvA-sPpHuRSI, of 

the old race of Magadha sovereigns) had extirpated the existing race 

of Xattriyas, and set up other low castes, together with Brahmans, in 

their stead ; as I read in two MSS. copies* of the Vishnu-Purana, the 

words of which are 

anya ¢ feaanfeadst 2 araivatcata aadas 
ufee areata cist wufsata | sarenfaaasadtaan 
Te wget aaqat waa Tata Aa WATS 
Haga, Aare | 

«In the country of Magadha, one named Visva-sPHATIKA Shall form 

and set up in the kingdom other castes, the Kaivarttas, Yadus, Pulin- 

das, and Brahmans: and thus having abolished all the races of Xattri- 

yas, shall the nine Nagas, and in Padmdvatt, Kdnti-puri, Mathura, and 

on the Ganges from Praydga, shall the Magadhas and the Guptas 

rule over the people belonging to Magadha.” \ 

All these new sets of kings, with the Natshadhas in Calinga, &c. and 

the more barbarous races elsewhere, are represented in the Purana 

as ferocious, rapacious and tyrannical men, of little knowledge and no 

principle, whose rise and progress and fall are to be equally sudden 

and extraordinary, short-lived, and only nominal observers of religion. 

The people under their sway, and through the contact of foreign 

races, will gradually fall into that neglect of caste and other religious 

observances, that reference of all things to worldly riches and conse- 

quent impiety and unrighteousness, that will prepare the way for 

the tenth and last incarnation of Visunu as Katx.’ to restore all 

things. Thus, soon after the account of their Guptas, close the 

prophetic announcements of Pardsara to Marrreya of what was 

to befal the world after him, and with them the 4th Book of the 

Vishnu- Purana. 

It is true, that according to the chronology of the Purana, as set 

down minutely in that chapter, we should have the commence- 

* Thé valuable English abstract and partial translation of this Purana (as of 

the others) deposited in the Asiatic Society’s Library by Professor H. H. Wit- 

son,—is silent on the latter point, the association of the Guptas with Maga- 

dhas, and their dominion in Behar: relating their possession of those four cities 

in the Dodb, Padmdvatt, Kdnti-purt, Mathura, and Praydga, as altogether uncon. 

nected with the affairs of Magadha, and the extirpation of the Xattriyas from 

that country, with which they are distinctly blended in the Sanscrit passage 

as given above. 

For the further testimony of the Srimad-Bhagavata, see Note C. 
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ment of the reign of these Guptas posterior to SANDRAcoTTAS, and 

consequently to ALExaNpDER the Great, by (1387 +112 + 45 4+ 456 +. 

1399 + 300 + 186 =) 2635 years,—and therefore as really future 

to us as to the prophetic Muni and his hearer. But setting aside all 

other considerations, it is only the four first of the seven component 

periods of this sum that will appear to an attentive inspection of the 

Pur4na itself, to be entitled to the least attention: viz. the spaces as- 

signed respectively to the Maurya, the Sanga, the Kanva and Andhra 

dynasties of Hindu sovereigns in Magadha: of which the name of 

each individual king is set down, their several numbers’ 10, 10, 4 

and 30 agreeing perfectly with the durations assigned to each race*. 

But the fifth and sixth periods of 1399 and 300 years have no such 

catalogues of kings accompanying them, but only a statement that 

in the former there should rule in succession seven kings of the 

Abbhra caste, 10 Gardabhiras, 16 Saka or Scythian kings, 8 Yavana 

or Grecian, 14 Tushara, 13 Munda, and 1] Mauna kings: and in the 

latter period of three centuries, Paura and 11 other unnamed sove- 

reigns. This enumeration, strongly indicative of the disturbed and 

semi-barbarous condition of affairs, which caused the suspension of all 

the ancient records,—and in which synchronous dynasties might 

easily be mis-stated as successive ones, and the sum of years readily 

palmed on the Hindu reader, to enhance the antiquity of the classical 

and heroic ages of the country,—is succeeded, in the last period 

immediately preceding the rise of the Guptas, by something more 

resembling the records of earlier times. As this list, occupying 

the seventh period above mentioned of 186 years, has not yet been 

published,—(that of Hamitton in the corresponding period being 

somewhat different and much more confused,) | will here set it down 

from my MS. of the Vishnu-Purana. 

* These may all be seen, as they stand in this and other Puranas, in p. 100 

of Mr. J. Prtnsrp’s Useful Tables. The accuracy of these lists is strongly con- 

firmed by the collateral testimony of the Chinese travellers in India in the 5th 

century, whose relation is published in the London Asiatic Journal of July last. 

Their king of Kapila, Yun-Gan, Beloved of the Moon, whose ambassador sent 

presents to China A. D. 428, is (not CHANDRA/NANDA, as the learned translator 

of that work suspected, but) Cuanpra-sri’, the king immediately preceding 

Puvomarcais, the last of the Andhra dynasty at Magadha,— who was reigning 

at this precise time. ‘This removes the hope entertained by Mr. J. Prinsep, 

(to whom I am indebted for the communication of this paper) and myself, that 

this might prove to be the Coanpra-cuprta of the inscription, and makes the 

latter posterior to him by probably three or four centuries. 

c 2 
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Vinpuya-sacti from Kilakila, who adopts the manners of 

the Yavanas, whose son is 

PURANJAYA, 

RA’MA-CHANDRA, 

DHARMA. 

VANGARA, (Wils. VAR/ANGA.) 

KRITANANDANA, (who has 4 sons.) 

SUKHINANDI, NANDIYASAS, SisuHA, PRAVIRA. 

who has 13 sons. 

After whom came 4 Bahukas or Bactrians, 3 Puspamitras, 13 Yadu- 

mitras, 7 Mekalas; and in Kausala or Oude, 9 Naishadhas. 

_ Thus the account of this dynasty, which Hamitron calls the Bah- 

lic or Bactrian one, terminates in a confusion worse confounded than 

that from which it emerged. And this statement in the Vishnu- 

Purana is immediately followed by the passage above quoted respect- 

ing the Magadhas and Guptas. 

Allowing, however, the least possible duration to the confused 

periods that followed the subversion of the Andhra dynasty in the 

middle of the fifth century after Christ, it is scarcely possible to fix 

the subjects of our present inquiry, the Guptas, higher than the age 

of CHARLEMAGNE in Europe, if we suppose them identical with the 

Guptas of the Purana. 

Notes A. 

The insertion among the praises of the 5th king Scanpa-aupta, of 

the epithet ‘“‘ a mangler of the flesh of the refractory,’ (avinama-pala- 

sdtd,) and that in close juxta-position with the attributes of peculiar 

wisdom, and adherence to a mysterious system of Cabalistic theo- 

logy,;—may appear surprising to persons who have either considered 

but slightly the genius and tendencies of idolatry, or are unacquaint- 

ed with this peculiar form of it. To shew how perfectly natural is 

the juxta-position in the present instance, I cannot give a more 

generally intelligible proof than in the picture drawn in the metaphy- 

sical drama Prabodha-chandra-udaya, of a votary of this same Tantric 

discipline, under the name of Sa-uMA-sIDDHANTA,—i, e. says the 
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commentator, a professor of the science of Siva BuarrAva in con- 

junction with Uma his consort.—I will give the original Sanscrit and 

Pracrit (the latter spoken by the Buddhist, being his own Pali,—the 

former by the other two speakers) with a different version from that 

of Dr. Taytor, distinguishing prose and verse exactly as in the 

original: premising, that the ingenious author does not intend to 

give any exaggeration or caricature, but simply to exhibit a model of 

an existing mode of belief and practice in his time: such as may be 

traced also, under certain modifications even now; after centuries of 

Mahomedan and Christian rule have interfered with the free exercise 

of such homicidal worship. 

aa: ofanfa Grafeara: arataaequie| eT ee: 

(uftara] achat aaa: 

WAUAG a SHITAATAA: | 

quits FMB STUAT 
sufaafaaiiadtaera | 

ayaa: | wat aifasae yfsar mete ata yfea 
[sue] wa aretha sgapeag ad ate Ta 
SIGATRE | 

AUR: | BC AUUH AH AIACTATAATYTT | 

afeenrarertranttargatasaseat 

GB TARTAR AGUA A A UTTAIT | 

aa wrasrenretarseat Tae TT 

zat a qeamecafatae at FET WTA: | 
faa | [wat frara] TH IE HST STRUT AAAAT | 
aq| ataraa afaari Bel Brcuraattaat aatfa fauraant 

Tal TATA | 
Hat | [Aare] AU aT yaw Afra WRITIT RAT 
aga we farsa a fas wae naaaifetafaraa 

sadtrat serafearasfeatarat waar wardtefa:, 
qwalAate aH afeare | 

ElCeCgLsas As BLITSAT ES 
faafa weat aaatai wafy wate | 

aanaadiaargat fara adtfaat 
HIT VAS BARA Qa fratia aa 
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ay | wa aaifes wetsra Hatha gars wearer Stas 
zagra fefas faurssit fata | 

AUT) BU wa qacty asat tyaifaan cattaute aca 
avait FT Ses | WBA 

VAMLIITARC STA AH THAIS 

ATH LISS ITEC WaT | 
<ul aft sausataRaa 

qua vateat ufuefaarta | 
[xfa esaqaefa |] 

In Act III. 

To them, enter Soma-SippHanra in the guise of a Kapalika (or man of skulls), 

with a sword in his hand. 

Soma-Sid. (walking about.) 

With goodly necklace deck’d of bones of men, 

Haunting the tombs, from cups of human skull 

Eating and quaffing,—ever I behold 

With eyes that Meditation’s salve hath clear’d, 

The world of diverse jarring elements 

Composed, but still all one with the Supreme. 

Buddhist. This man professes the rule of a KApdlika. I will ask him what it 

is.—(Going up to him.) O, ho! you with the bone and skull necklace, what 

are your notions of happiness and salvation ? 

Soma-Sid. Wretch of a Buddhist! Well; hear what is our religion. 

With flesh of men, with brain and fat well smear’d, 

We make our grim burnt-offering,—break our fast 

From cups of holy Brahman’s skull,—and ever 

With gurgling drops of blood that plenteous stream 

From hard throats quickly cut, by us is worshipped 

With human offerings meet, our God, dread BHAIRAVA. 

Bréhman Mendicant, (stopping his ears.) Buddhist, Buddhist, what think you 

of this? O horrible discipline ! 

Buddhist. Sacred Arhata! some awful sinner has surely deceived that man. 

Soma-Siddhanta (in a rage). Aha‘!—sinner that thou art,—vilest of heretics, 

with thy shaven erown, drest like the lowest outcasts, uncombed one, away 

with thee! Is not the blessed husband of Buavawnt the sole cause of the 

creation, preservation, and destruction of the fourteen worlds, and his power 

established by the fullest demonstration of the Védant? Let us yet shew 

even you the magnificence of this religion. 

I call at will the best of gods, great Hart, 

And Hara’s self and BkRaunmMa,—I restrain 

With my sole voice the course of stars that wander 

In heaven’s bright vault ; the earth with all its load 

Of mountains, fields and cities, I at will 
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Reduce once more to water—and behold 

I drink it up. 

Buddhist. Alas! poor Kap4lika, this is just what I said. You have been de- 

ceived by some juggler, spreading out false images before you. 

Soma-Siddhanta. What, again, thou sinner ! Dost thou dare to call the great 

Mauesvara a juggler? This thy malignity must not be forgiven. Lo, therefore, 

With foaming floods of gore that gush amain 

From throat well severed with this sabre’s edge, 

I make my sacrifice to him that calls 

With beat of drum the hosts of creatures after him, 

Dread Srva—and with these rich ruddy streams 

Delight his consort well, Boavant. 
(Draws his sword.) 

[How the hand of the Tantric zealot is arrested from smiting the unfortunate 

Buddhist,—how he then enters on a psychological defence of his opinions,— 

how he is then joined by SrappwH4a’ (or Faith !) in the character of a Kapalini, 

who by her blandishments leads both the Brahman mendicant and the Buddhist, to 

deport themselves like Tantrists,—and how they all then join Soma-SipDHANTA 

in a meditative dance ;—all this and other wonders may be found by the curious 

in the drama above cited. ] 
Note B. 

In once more expressing the opinion, that the Gupta dynasty of our 

present monuments is posterior to the Christian era, Iam by no means 

insensible to the new light that Mr. Turnour has thrown on the history 

of SANDRACOTTUS in the extracts he has given from a learned commen- 

tary on the Mahd-wanso, pp. Ixxi—1xxxii. of his very interesting pre- 

face to that great historical work. That some of my objections to 

the identity of the two Caanpra-Gupras are removed, or at least 

greatly weakened, I freely admit: there certainly appears ancient 

Buddhist authority (for such is apparently the Atta-kathd or Astata- 

kathad of the Uttara-vihara priests alleged by the commentator) for 

making the Mauryas a branch of the Solar race; utterly inadmissible 

as is the etymology assigned for that name in the Tika (p. Ixxvi.) as 

well as for the name of Sisun&Ga, ancestor of the Nandas, (pp. Ixxii. 

Ixxii.) It is also very remarkable, in relation to this subject, that 

the latter prince is there represented as the son of a Liccuavi Raja, 

that being apparently the name of a distinguished family in Magadha : 

Lic¢HAvi being also the name, in the inscriptions of Allahabad and 

Bhitdri, of the father-in-law of our Cuanpra-cupra I. and maternal 

grand-father of Samupra-cupTa. Nevertheless, there still appear 

to me insurmountable objections to identifying Samupra-Gupra with 

Vinpvu-sdrA, the son and successor of CHaANpRA-GueTaA Maurya on 

the Magadha throne. while a still more evident impossibility is now 

added of identifying his son, the Vaishnava Cuanpra-curta II. of our 

present monument, with Asoca, son of VinpusAra, the zealous ad- 
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herent and propagator of Buddhism, not only in his own dominions 

of Magadha, but the north, east, and south, as far as Ceylon. It is 

needless to pursue the discrepancy of the genealogies further: the 

Vaishnava CumAra-Gurta and the Saivya and Saktya worshipper, 

Scanpa-acupta, have nothing in common with the Buddhist descen- 

dants and successors of Duarmdsoca. Is it not also very possible 

that with a view to exalt the immediate ancestry of that most revered 

prince, the priests of the favored religion may have introduced this ac- 

count of the Moriya family, as an offspring of the Solar race,—so dis- 

crepant from that which other Indian accounts, as well as Greek and 

Roman, give of its origin? That the Buddhist priests, notwithstanding 

their hostility to caste, are not insensible to considerations of this kind, 

is evident from the care with which, in the Mahd-wanso and elsewhere, 

they inculcate the undoubted royal descent of Gautama BuppHa. 

Norz C. 

The passage above quoted from the Vishnu-Purana seems to have 

been somewhat differently read by the more modern author of the 

Srimad-Bhdgavata,—who here as elsewhere, is apparently only trans- 

ferring into his own more polished and elaborate verse, the records 

found in the older Purdnic legends. By him the term Gupta, instead 

of being a proper name, is made an epithet of the earth as ruled or 

protected (for so the scholiast SripHara has explained it) by the 

VIsvVA-SPHATIKA above mentioned, who is here called Visva-sPHURJI. 

The close agreement, as well as occasional discrepancy, of the two 

authorities, will be easily seen from the following extract (Bhdgavata, 

Book xii. chap. 1.) 

atrarat a afaat feats: qoae 
qwaucia au WaT ARAL | Re | 

iS e Isaatasr auataata sate | 
eS 

Aaa AAAS UMsTat aa WE | 
_artaawsaa wat data AfeaT | RQ wv 

“ Visva-SPHURJI, another PurANgaYA, (i. €. says the scholiast, the 

best of the descendants of PuRANJAYA or Ripunsaya, who was king of 

Magadha, B. C. 900.) shall create new barbarian castes, the Pulindas, 

Yadus and Madras. This ill-minded warrior shall make the greatest part 

of his subjects to be un-brahmanical, (or lower than sudras)—and hay- 

ing exterminated the Xattriyas, he shall, in the city of Padmavati, 

and on the Ganges, as far as Praydga, derive tribute from the pro- 

tected earth,” 
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The words Waaaratsaiy are explained here by the scholiast to de- 

scribe the situation of the king’s metropolis Padmdvaiti, as being situ- 

ated in the Ganges above Prayaga, or, as he words it, between Allahabad 

and Haridvér. But this explanation is quite inapplicable to the same 

words as they stand in the Vishnu-Purana, where they immediately 

follow the mention of Mathurd, and where the mention of Magadha 

following induces me to interpret the words “on the Ganges below 

Praydga’ or between Allahabad and the sea. 

1I].—Alphabets of the Tat language. By the Rev. N. Brown, Mis- 

sionary in Assam. 

[We are indebted to Capt. F. Jenxrns, Political Agent in Assam, 

for kindly engaging Mr. Brown to throw light upon the Ahom and 

Khamti alphabets, of which it may be remembered Capt. JENKINS 
two years ago presented to the Society some manuscript volumes then 

undecipherable for the want of this indispensable key. The Ahom let- 

ters are stated to be copied from an old book in the author’s possession. 

The brief notice of the language itself, (Mr. Brown writes to Capt. J.) 

was gathered from a pandit of the Jorhdth Raja, whom he employed 

as teacher fora few months. He did not seem to possess a very 

perfect knowledge of the Ahom language, and he stated that the 

same was true of the Ahoms in general, who for the most part have 

lost all knowledge of their original tongue. 

Captain Jenxins thinks there can be little doubt that the Ahom 

rajas came into Assam from the eastward about the beginning of the 

thirteenth century ; and that the immediate cause of their emigra- 

tion is to be sought for in the breaking up of the Chinese empire by 

the Moguls,—for at the epoch when Cuuxapua had fixed himself in 
Assam, Kusuat Kuan had just established himself in China. We may 

confidently hope that after a little longer residence at Sadiyd, Mr. 

Brown, who is rapidly extending his acquaintance with the different 

branches of the Shydn language will be induced to favor us with a 

sketch of the contents of the old dhom chronicles, which, we are given 

to understand, certainly exist in Assam, and of which the volume 

transmitted by Capt. Jenkins may be a portion. 

Capt. Jenkins alludes to a curious fact, communicated by Mr. 

Brown, which should be a further inducement to examine their books ; 

namely, that no trace of Buddhism is to be found in the religion of 

the Ahoms. This is a remarkable deviation from the circumstances 
D 


